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T a l k i n g  b u s i n e s s

M o d u l e  3  -  B u s i n e s s  s t r u c t u r e

Module 3 - Business structure

Globalisation: The Decline of Detroit 

Class Discussion

Detroit has seen extraordinary decline in recent 
years. From a high of 2,000,000 inhabitants in 
the 1950s, its population has dropped by over 
60%. In the last 10 years alone its population fell 
by 25%.

Once the industrial heart of America, many 
thousands of jobs have been lost to other parts 
of the world. Most notably the motor industry 
has seen its numbers reduced to a fraction of its 
past levels. (Detroit was known as Motor City, 
and Motown, because it was the home to the country’s largest car companies). While there are many, 
complex reason for the decline, a lot of people see it simply as the result of globalization: factories are 
being moved to countries like Mexico and China where labour is cheaper.

With the decline in population and business, the City simple does not collect enough tax to support 
itself. 40% of all street lights in Detroit are broken and the city cannot afford to repair them. In a 
radical plan announced in 2010, the city authorities have decided to literally abandon up to one third 

of its area. This means turning off street lights, closing 
schools, stopping police patrols and no longer repairing 
roads or water-supplies. People in these already largely 
deprived areas are being offered relocation in other 
parts of the city. If they refuse, soon they will be left 
in an abandoned neighbourhood… like a scene from a 
science-fiction movie.

Watch the video clip below from the BBC about a 
documentary called Detropia and discuss with your 
class what is happening in Detroit. What would it be 
like to live there, or what it would be like if the same 
was happening where you live?

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-arts-19578766
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